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ACROSS
1. Block, as a river
6. Regard sweepingly
10. Like a flower with no pistils
14. Empty of meaning
15. Adhesive strip
16. Eager
17. Inflexible swimwear?
20. Ukraine's capital
21. Eggs, from the Latin
22. Dish made of eggs, from the French
23. Glowing fire remains
26. Collect in large quantities
27. Commuter's boarding maneuver?
31. Hen's habitation
32. Pride, e.g.
33. Worthless old French coin
36. Forgetfulness
39. Church officials
42. Witness visually
43. Long-running NBC comedy series
45. Locale
46. Beginning gambler's game?
50. Jim alternative
53. Enures
54. Go by
56. "Chandelier" singer Furler
57. Greek love god
61. Exceptional lab maze runner?
64. Letterman rival
65. Texter's transition
66. Type of bean or pony
67. 12 Variations Allegretto, K. 500 (Mozart piano piece)
68. Takes a chair
69. Provide with funds

DOWN
1. Circular magnetic medium
2. Not pro
3. Colt's mother
4. Big Bang result, theoretically
5. Successful sword rival, proverbially
6. Man's name sometimes spelled with a "ph"
7. Misleading stories
8. Fitting
9. Mount where Moses is reputedly buried
10. Defiant invitation
11. Walled city of Castile
12. Actor's challenge
13. Prepares for publication
18. Mongolian desert
19. Apple desktop since 1998
24. Wrestling surfaces
25. Stated
27. Periods
28. Alaskan city that sounds like a garden statue
29. Musical sound
30. K.C. to Minneapolis direction
33. Enjoy a tub
34. "I'll do anything ___!"
35. Manipulative one
36. Enjoy a tub
37. Sch. in Ames, Terre Haute, or Bloomington-Normal
38. "No ifs, ___, or buts"
39. Church officials
40. Refrig. or microw.
41. Surround by walls
44. Unenthusiastic suggestion
46. Gasoline thief's tool
47. Exam
48. Makes like a horse
49. Rip
50. Dessert with a museum in Le Roy, NY
51. Not from around here
52. ___ cum laude
55. Eve's grandson
58. Rip
59. Savvy about
60. Put someplace
62. "Lord, is ___": Last Supper question
63. Render accessible, poetically